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BEYOND THE USEFUL

MODELEC is a French manufacturer of electrical equipment. As an 
expert in the design and construction of cover plates and mechanisms, 
this industrialist on a human scale has been shaping raw material since 
1976, offering well thought-out solutions for simplified installation. Its core 
expertise combines form, function and finish, offering controlled designs 
that suit real-life needs.

ABOUT MODELEC



On the left page, 
Iris by MODELEC Collection 
361 White porcelain, Steel 
toggle

On the right page, 
Iris by MODELEC Collection 
362 Black porcelain, Steel 
toggle

NEW
IRIS BY MODELEC

This year, the Iris by MODELEC collection is available in porcelain. Both strong 
and delicate, this material is known for both its durability and elegance. Its 
retro spirit expertly blends with the sleek, contemporary design of the Iris by 
MODELEC collection. Available in black or white versions.

PORCELAIN

©Pauline Caranton



On the left page, 
Iris by MODELEC Collection
361 White porcelain, Two 
gilt toggles

On the right page, 
Iris by MODELEC Collection 
362 Black porcelain, Steel 
toggle

©Thomas Tissandier©Pauline Caranton



On the right page, 
Iris by MODELEC  Collection 

361 White porcelain, Two steel toggles

©Clémentine Passet



On the left page, 
Iris by MODELEC Collection
361 White porcelain, Steel toggles

©Clémentine Passet



1▪ 361 White porcelain, steel toggle 2▪ 362 Black porcelain, steel toggle 3▪ 351 White satin finish, steel toggle  
4▪ 352 Black satin, steel toggle 5▪ 353 White Soft Touch, steel toggle 6▪ 354 Black Soft Touch, steel toggles
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COLLECTION

IRIS BY MODELEC

A collection inherited from the aesthetics of the 1930s, the Iris by 
MODELEC collection is soft: its round shape with soft edges is 
associated with the «drop» lever, and it lets itself be caressed by the 
eye. Since April 2023, the collection has also been available in black or 
white porcelain. Simple, elegant and efficient, it gives your interior a treat 
on a reasonable budget.



NEW
M COLLECTION

Above all facilitators of your electrical installations, our protruding cover 
plates combine the useful with a pleasant appearance. They become ideal 
to reveal the raw beauty of an old wall.
Metal tubes and accessories are also available, allowing for the aesthetic 
concealment of electrical cables. This new solution offers great installation 
flexibility as well as seamless and customizable integration, particularly 
suitable for restoration projects.

PROTRUDING

©Crista Leonard



HIGHLIGHT
M COLLECTION

Two new finishes for this collection. Full brass, tinted in gunmetal or old 
bronze shades, with a slight satin finish. The eye and hand are not fooled. 
The M collection fits perfectly in contemporary, minimalist and sharp 
environments, places that appreciate simplicity. 

GUN METAL

©Pauline Caranton



HIGHLIGHT
M COLLECTION

Two new finishes for this collection. Full brass, tinted in gunmetal or old 
bronze shades, with a slight satin finish. The eye and hand are not fooled. 
The M collection fits perfectly in contemporary, minimalist and sharp 
environments, places that appreciate simplicity. 

OLD BRONZE

©Pauline Caranton



1▪ 521 Matt white aluminum, varnished mirror brass button 2▪ 511 Brushed nickel finish brass, STB steel 
buttons 3▪ 531 Sanded nickel finish brass, sanded nickel finish brass button 4▪ 512 Brushed brass, STB steel
button 5▪ 542 Varnished mirror brass, white button 6▪ 543 QPC mirror brass, brushed brass button 7▪ 532
Sanded brass, ivory buttons 8▪ 517 Old bronze finish brass, old bronze finish brass button 9▪ 514 Gun metal
finish brass, gun metal finish brass buttons 10▪ 541 STB steel, varnished mirror brass button 11▪ 522 Matt 
black aluminum, ivory button 12▪ 523 RL-Blue aluminum, varnished mirror brass button
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COLLECTION

M

M is for Valérie Mazérat, who designed this range, and for whole 
Material. The eye and hand are not fooled. The M collection fits perfectly 
in contemporary, minimalist and sharp environments, places that 
appreciate simplicity. 12 plate finishes for 13 button finishes. An infinite 
number of possible combinations of materials, consisting of plates, 
buttons and functions. It’s up to you. The M collection has been available 
since 2023 in protruding formats and also with sockets with cover.



NEW
HOME AUTOMATION

Confidence Collection. Cover plates with 
round or square buttons designed to meet 
home automation needs.

Confidence Collection, also available with 
the M Collection. Dimmer with a wide flat LED 
button, compatible with a Bluetooth application.

Our collections are adaptable to new functions, ideal for connected projects. 
They offer home automation enthusiasts the opportunity to enhance their 
smart homes with advanced features. Our connected switches allow 
remote control via a Bluetooth application. It is now possible to turn on or off 
the lights, adjust or vary their intensity from a smartphone or tablet.



COLLECTION

CONFIDENCE

The Confidence collection, with its drop-shaped lever, is a great classic 
of the world of decoration. Its clean shapes and the detail of its neat 
finishes make it a must for your residential, hotel or tertiary projects. 
The Confidence collection deserves its name. The right touch, whatever 

your aesthetic choice.
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1▪ 424 White enamelled brass, golden toggle 2▪ 413 Matt white finish brass, steel toggles 3▪ 415 Mirror Chrome
finish brass, steel toggle 4▪ 412 Brushed steel finish brass, steel push toggle 5▪ 418 Satin nickel finish brass,
steel toggles 6▪ 414 Gun metal finish brass with visible screws, steel toggle 7▪ 510 Brushed brass, golden
toggles 8▪ 419 Satinated brass, golden toggle 9▪ 421 Mirror gold finish brass, golden push toggle 10▪ 417 Old
bronze finish brass with visible screws, golden toggle 11▪ 423 Satin copper finish brass, golden toggles 12▪ 
408 Matt black finish brass, black toggle



CONTACT
h.boulland@contact.com 

contact@modul.com

+33 (0)1 34 86 86 65

MODELEC.COM
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